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Technische Universitiit Wien, Vienna, Austria 
We investigate the dense and sparse regions of a d-dimensional Poisson process 
and establish strong laws for both the maximal and the minimal number of points 
in families of sets of a certain volume. ~ 1994 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose we are given a random collection of points in ~d that follow a 
homogeneous Poisson process on I~ d with parameter  2, i.e., if for every 
Borel subset A of R a, r/(A) denotes the number of points contained in A, 
then r/(A) has a Poisson distr ibution with parameter  2 vol(A), and the 
numbers of points in disjoint sets are jo int ly independent. 
In this paper, we investigate the asymptot ic  behavior as T~ oo of the 
maximal and minimal number of points in certain families of sets of volume 
Vr contained in Hr  = [0, T] d, where 0< VT<~ T a and l imr_  ~ Vr /Td=O.  
Since it is well known that given q(HT) = n the points in H r are distr ibuted 
as a sample of size n from the uniform distr ibution on Hr ,  one should 
expect that these maximal and minimal numbers are closely related to the 
maximal and minimal increments of the empirical measure induced by n 
independent random variables which are uniformly distr ibuted over the 
unit cube. (In fact, provided the obvious rescaling, one would expect that 
the correspondence between n and T is n= Fq(Hr )=2Ta. )  As that topic 
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has recently been investigated by Deheuvels, Einmahl, Mason, and 
Ruymgaart [6], we adopt in this paper their very general and powerful 
framework to maintain basic comparability of the results. 
Hence, let E be a family of Borel measurable subsets of [0, 1] '1, and let 
the maximal and minimal numbers be defined as 
A~-(V) = max{rl(TE ) : E~ E, vol(TE) = V}, 
J r (V )=min{q(TE) :E~E,  vol(TE) = V}. 
(If tE[~ and E is a subset of R a, then tE= {tx : x6E}. )  
We show that weak (i.e., in probability) limit theorems can already be 
established provided only that we known how "rich" the classes E(a)= 
{E~E : vo l (E)=a} are for small a. 
To obtain strong (i.e., with probability one) results, one of course needs 
to introduce more structure. In particular, one needs to ensure that the 
maximum and minimum exhibit the "natural" behavior in their arguments 
T and V. For that purpose, we introduce the following conditions. 
(U) There exists aue(O, 1) such that for all a~(O, at]): whenever 
EeE  with vo l (E )<a there exists E '6E(a)  with EcE ' .  
(D) There exists ape(O, 1) such that for all a~(O, ao): whenever 
E~E with vo l (E )>a there exists E '~E(a)  with E '~E.  
(S) If E~ E, then tEeE  for all O< t < 1. 
(We write "U" and "D" because, in the above sense, we can go up respec- 
tively down with the volumes; "S" stands for "scaling.") It is easily seen 
that if E satisfies (S), then A ~-(V) is nondecreasing in T and A r(V)  is non- 
increasing in T; if E satisfies (U), then A~(V) i s  nondecreasing in V on 
(O, auTa), and if E satisfies (D), then Ar (V  ) is nondecreasing in V on 
(0, ao T'l). 
In addition, one has to make suitable assumptions on the behavior of 
V r. We feel that it is most natural for our problem to require that V r be 
eventually monotone, i.e., nondecreasing or nonincreasing for all sufficiently 
large T. Surprisingly enough, this is the only assumption on Vr we need for 
our strong limit results; it is not necessary to control the order of Vr or its 
variation in T, as is done in Deheuvels, Einmahl, Mason, and Ruymgaart 
[6] and the papers which deal with maximal and minimal increments of 
renewal processes and thus contain the one-dimensional Poisson process as 
a special case, as, e.g., Bacro, Deheuvels, and Steinebach [2] and 
Deheuvels and Steinebach [7]. 
Finally, for volumes not exceeding the Erd6s-R6nyi range, we also give 
remainder terms of correct order in the limit result for the maximum. 
Our results are given in the next section; all proofs are deferred to 
Section 3. 
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2. RESULTS 
Following Deheuvels, Einmahl, Mason and Ruymgaart [6], we intro- 
duce the following "covering" numbers that measure how "rich" the classes 
E(a) are. Let B be the class of all Borel measurable subsets of [0, I ]d and 
EcB.  
For0<a<l  write 
there are sets El ..... E,,, e E(a) such that 
KE(a)=max m~>l" voi(EinEj)=Oforl<~i~j<~m 
for 0<a<a( l  +v)< 1 write 
ME(a, v) = min {m/> 
there exist Borel sets B t ..... B,,, such that for]  
any Ee E(a): Ec  Bi and vol(Bi\E) ~< va for ? ,  
some I ~< i ~< m ) 
for 0<(1 -v )a<a< 1 write 
NE(a, v) = min {m />1: 
there exist Borel sets Bj ..... B,,, such that for]  
/ 
any Ee E(a): Bic Eand vol(E\B i) ~< va for 
) some 1 ~< i ~< m 
(we adopt the usual conventions min ~Z = oo and max ~ = 0) and let 
KE := lim inf l°g KE(a) 
.~o+ log(l/a) 
ME := lim inf lim log ME(a, v) 
,,40+ .~o+ log(l/a) 
log NE(a, v) 
NE := lim inf lim sup 
v~o+ a~o+ log(l/a) 
It is trivial that aKE(a) ~< 1 and KE(a) ~< Nt(a, v) for all 0 < v < 1, and it is 
readily seen that KE(a) <~ ME(a, v) provided that 0 < v < min(1, a-  ~ - 1 ); 
hence, 
KE ~< min( 1, Mr,  NE). 
Let us consider some examples for E and the covering numbers 
associated with it. The proofs of the following facts are given i the 
Appendix. 
If E is the class of all spheres in the unit cube or of all cubes with sides 
parallel to the coordinate axes (these two choices are clearly the most 
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"natural" generalizations of intervals to d dimensions), Deheuvels, 
Einmahl, Mason, and Ruymgaart [6, (A.3), (A.4), p. 175] have shown that 
for suitable finite and positive constants CK and Cu which only depend 
on d, 
KE(a)>~Cra -l,  ME(a, v),NE(a,v)<~ Cua-% -d 
for all sufficiently small a and v. Hence in this case, K E = ME = NE = 1. 
More generally, we have the following. Let us refer to the family of sets 
{ cEo, 0 < c ~< 1 } as the scalings of a set Eo. 
FACT 1. Let Eo ~ B and let E cons&t of all sets in B which are obtained 
by translating the scalings of Eo along some k-dimensional subspace of R a 
which contains at least one point in (0, 1 )a. Then there exists a positive 
constant CK such that for all sufficiently small a > 0, 
KE(a) >/CKa -k/a. 
For obtaining upper bounds, we use the following concept. Let ]I'll be the 
euclidean norm on R a and B6(x)= {Y : I l y -x l l  ~<6}. We say that a Borel 
set E has a proper surface if 
vol(E ~) ~< 6C(E) vol(E) 
for some finite constant C(E) and all 6 >0, where Ea= U,-,,~e Ba(x) (dE is 
the boundary of E). 
A simple criterion for proper surface is the following. 
FACT 2. Let E be a Borel set and suppose that there exist Lipschitz 
continuous functions gl ..... gk: [-0, 1]a-I __. Ra such that dE 
U~= l gi([0, 1] d- 1). Then E has a proper supface. 
It follows immediately that "reasonable" sets like spheres, cubes, 
(generalized) rectangles, ellipsoids, etc., have a proper surface. 
FACT 3. Let Eo ~ B have a proper surface and let E consist of all sets in 
B which are obtained by translating the scalings of Eo along some 
k-dimensional subspace of R a. Then there xists a finite constant Cv such 
that for all sufficiently small a and v 
ME(a, v), NE(a, v) <<, Cva-k/av-k 
Hence, if E is as in Fact 2 and the subspace contains a point in the interior 
of the unit cube, then KE = ME = NE = k/d. We also observe that if the sub- 
space contains the first median (the line where all coordinates are equal), 
then E satisfies (U), (D), and (S). 
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One might wonder how much larger Mr(a, v) and NE(a, v) become if, 
e.g., E consists of all cubes contained in [0, 1]a, or more generally, if 
the sets in a system E obtained as above may be rotated around their 
"centers." 
FACT 4. Let Eoe B have a proper surface, e e Eo, and let E consist of all 
sets in B obtained by translating the scalings of all sets REo, where R is an 
arbitrary rotation with f ixed point e, along some k-dimensional subspace 
of ~d. Then there exists a constant Cu such that for all sufficiently small a 
and v 
ME(a, V), Nr(a, v)<~ Cva-  k/av-k- ala-1~/2 
Observe that if the subspace contains a point in the interior of the unit 
cube, one still has KE = ME = NE = k/d; hence, the sets E(a) do not become 
much richer by additionally allowing for rotations. However, if the shape 
of the elements of E is not fixed, the situation may be very different. For 
example, if E consists of all rectangles in the unit cube with sides parallel 
to the coordinate axes, Deheuvels, Einmahl, Mason and Ruymgaart 
[6, (A.2), p. 174] have shown, based on an inequality obtained by Einmahl 
[8, pp. 68-70] that there exists a constant Cv e (0, oo) which only depends 
on the dimension d such that for all sufficiently small a and v, 
ME(a, v), NE(a, v)<~ Cva-l( log(1/a)) a- l  v z 2a 
If rotations are also allowed, we have the following. 
FACT 5. Let E consist of all rectangles & the unit cube. Then 
Kr=l ,  d<~Mr, Ne<~l+d(d-1) /2 .  
For u ~> 0, let h(u) = u log u - u + 1. Then h is decreasing from 1 to 0 on 
[0, 1-] and increasing from 0 to oo on [1, oo). Hence, for all ~/> 0, the 
equation h (u)=~ has a unique solution on [1, oo) which we denote by 
u+(q~). Similarly, for all 0 <~ ~ ~< 1, the equation h(u)= q~ has a unique solu- 
tion on [0, 1] which we denote by u-(~); for ~> 1, define u-(~) :=0 such 
that for all ~>0,  h(u-(q~))<.~. 
Let [_x] and I-x-] denote the largest integer ~<x and the smallest integer 
1> x, respectively, and let ~ r = (Vr2) - ~ log( Ta/V r) >10. 
Note that A ~- (V) and A r (V) are not necessarily measurable as functions 
from the underlying probability space I2 to g~. Following [6], we circum- 
vent this problem by using outer probability, denoted as P*, for 
inequalities with these quantities. In particular, if A r is a sequence of (not 
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necessarily measurable) subsets ofl2, we write l imr~P*(Ar )= l  iff 
l imr~ ~ P*(12\Ar)= 0, and if A c g2, we say that A a.s. (almost surely, or 
with probabil ity one) if there exists r2 0 c A with P(12o) = 1. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that 0 < K E <~ ME < ~ and that V r = o(T d) as 
T ~ ~.  Then, for all e > O, 
lira P*{[ . (1- -e)  VT2U+(KE~r)_J<.A~(Vr)<(1 +e) Vr2u+(ME~r)} = 1. 
(1) 
I f  in addition V r is eventually monotone and E satisfies (U) and (S), then, 
for all e>0,  
[_(1--e) Vr2u+(KE( ; r ) I<~(VT)<( I  +e) Vr2u+(ME(~r) (2) 
for all sufficiently large T with probabilio' one. 
Discussion. Let us investigate the implications of the above theorem in 
more detail. 
If log T=O(VT) as T~ oo, l imr_  ~. ~br=0 and thus lim r_  ~ u+(x~r)= 1 
for all x > 0. Hence in this case, we find that 
lim A ~. (Vr)  / V r = 2 
T ~  
in probabil ity or with probabil ity one, irrespective of the particular values 
of KE and ME. (In fact, a closer inspection of the proof shows that for 
volumes in this range, the assumption KE > 0 can be relaxed to assuming 
that  E(a) is nonempty for all sufficiently small a, which in turn holds 
trivially if E satisfies (S).) 
For volumes in the classical Erd6s-R6nyi range, where lim r~ ~ VT2/Iog(Td) 
=at (0 ,  oo), l imr ,~( ; r= l /a  and thus l imr_~u+(xfkr )=u+(x/a)  nd 
we infer that 
2u + (KE/a) <<. lim inf, lim sup .4 ~. (F r )  ~< 2u + (ME/a) 
in probabil ity or with probabil ity one. As by Lemma 3 of Section 3, 
u+(~)/(~ is decreasing, we find that u+(ME/a)/u+(Kt/a), the ratio between 
upper and lower bounds, is at most ME/KE. 
For volumes below the Erd6s-R~nyi range, i.e., if Vr=o(log T), 
l imr~ ~_ ~br= ~.  It is easily seen that as ~b ~ ~,  
u+(~) - (3) 
log(~/e) - log log(~/e) + o(.1 )" 
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Thus if x > 0, 
x log(Td/Vr) 
Vr2u+ (xfbr) ~ log( Vr  I log(Ta/Vr)) ' (4) 
where we write pr~qr  iff i imr_~pr /qr=l .  Of course, more accurate 
approximations for Vr2u+(xc~r) could be given. In particular, if in 
addition log(Vr) = o(log T), (4) simplifies to 
x log T a 
Vr2u + (XOr) ~ log( V r x log T d) 
and Theorem 1 says that 
K E ~< lim inf, lim sup 
T~ :~) 7"4 
log( V ~- l log T d) 
log T d d ~ (Vr) <~ ME 
in probability or with probability one. For d= 1, E the set of all intervals 
in [0, 1-] such that KE=ME= 1 and Vr/log T~O as T--* oo, this result can 
also be obtained from Theorem 2 in Steinbach [ 11 ]. 
Finally, if for some fl > 0, log(Vr) = ( - fl + o( 1 )) log(T a) as T ~ oo, (4) 
easily yields that for x > 0, lim r -  ~_ Vr 2u + (xtk r) = x( 1 + fl - ~ ). Let us write 
[Ix_I] and []-x]] for the largest integer <x  and smallest integer >x,  respec- 
tively, and introduce the limit set 
At~=Aa(KE, ME)={I IKE( I+f l  t)_J] .... , [ ] -ME( I+f l - ' )~] - - I} ;  
then 
card(Aa) ~< ME(I +f l - ' ) - -  (KE(1 +f l -~) - -  1)+ 1 =2+(ME-KE) ( I  +f l - l ) ,  
and Theorem 1 says that A~(V r) e Alj with probability tending to one or 
for all sufficiently large T with probability one. 
Of course, of particular interest are the situations where card(Ap)= 1. 
The following corollaries follow straightforwardly from Theorem 1 in 
combination with the above remarks. 
COROLLARY 1. Let ME < 1, E satisfv (U) and (S), and 
lim supr~ ~: log( Vr)/log (T d) < ME/(ME - I ). Then A ~ (Vr) = 0 for all 
sufficiently large T with probability one. 
As an example, let E consist of all cubes or spheres in B with center in 
some lower-dimensional subset S of [0, 1]d; then, if V r is "very small" 
relative to T, one might expect that A ~-(Vr)"basically" equals the number 
of points in TS which is zero with probability one, and the above result 
puts that intuition on firm grounds. 
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Let us say that E is translation invariant if it contains all translates of its 
elements as long as they remain in [0, 1] d. It is immediate that if E is 
translation invariant and satisfies (S), then A~-(Vr)~> 1 for all sufficiently 
large T with probability one, and KE = 1. 
COROLLARY 2. Let E be translation invariant and satisfy (U) and (S), 
ME < 2, and lim sup r .... log( VT)/1og( T d) < ME/( ME - 2 ). Then A .~ ( V T) = 1 
for all sufficiently large T with probabilio, one. 
In particular, if ME = 1 (which holds for the "natural" choices of E as dis- 
cussed above), the conclusion holds provided that Vr = O(T -'~) as T--* 
for some 6 > d. 
Finally, if KE=ME (and thus ~<1), card(A/~)= 1 unless Kr(l +f l - ) )  is 
an integer, in which case card(Ate)= 2, and we have the following result. 
COROLLARY 3. LetO<KE=ME<~l,  Esat i s fv (U)and(S) ,andVrtend 
rnonotonically to zero in a wa), that l imr_ >:_ log(Vr)/log(Td) = - - f l<0.  I f  
KE( l+f l - I )  is not an integer, then A~.(Vr)=[_KE(I+fl-z)] for all 
sufficiently large T with probabilit), one. 
Following RSvSsz [-10], let us say that a random process ( r  is asvmptoti- 
call>' quasideterministic (AQD) respectively ao,mptotically deterministic 
(AD) iff there exist deterministic functions f (T )  and g(T) such that 
f (T )  < ( r  < g(T) for all sufficiently large T with probability one, 
and g(T) - f (T )  = O( 1 ) respectively g(T) - f (T )  = o( 1 ) as T ~ ~.  Using 
this terminology, we find that A~(Vr) is AQD if E satisfies (U) and (S), 
ME< ~,  and lira supr_ :~_ log(Vr)/log(Td)<o, and d~-(Vr) is AD in the 
circumstances described in the above corollaries. 
If d= 1 and E is the set of all intervals contained in [0, 1], sharp results 
on the increments of general renewal processes have been established by 
Bacro, Deheuveis, and Steinebach [2] and Deheuvels and Steinebach [7] 
for sequences VT which are in or above the classical Erd6s-R(~nyi range. 
When specialized to the case of a one-dimensional Poisson process, we 
have the following. Let 
log(u+ (~br)) 
z~(VT)- -  
log log( TIVr) 
Then 
( A ;- ( VT)-- VT'~U + ( ~T) ). 
lim sup Z~-(Vr) = 3 a.s., lim inf X~- (Vr) = ½ a.s., 
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provided that either Vr = c log T for some constant c (Bacro, Deheuvels, 
and Steinebach [2]) or that log T= o(Vr) and V r satisfies ome additional 
regularity conditions (Deheuveis and Steinebach [7]); see Auer, Hornik, 
and R6v6sz [1]. However, similar results are not available for the case 
where Vr= o(log T) or when d> 1. We have the following. 
THEOREM 2. Let O< KE <~ ME < or, and suppose that there xist con- 
stants CK, CM > 0, fl >/½, 09, and ct such that for all sufficiently small a 
and v, 
Kt(a)  >1 Ch.a hr(log(l/a)) '° (5) 
ME(a, v) <~ CMa - Mr(log( I/a))" v-t~. (6) 
Then, if Vr= O(log T) as T--* o0, 
{[ l°g l°g( Ta/Vr) ] 
lim P* Vr2u+(KE(~r)+7 l°gu+(KE~br)_] 
T~c~ 
log log( Td/Vr) ~ = 
< Vr2u+(MEqkr)+6 logu+(ME(~r) j  1 (7) 
for all ), < o3 - ½ and 6 > ot + fl - ~. I f  in addition Vr is eventually monotone 
and E satisfies (U) and (S), 
L Vr2u+(KEqkr) 
log log(Ta/Vr) ] 
+ 




for all sufficiently large T with probability one, provided that ~, < m - ½ and 
6 > ~ + fl + ½ + 11(V), where 
0, 
11(V)= 1, 
i f  V r is eventually nondecreasing, 
if V r is eventually decreasing. 
D&cussion. Of course, the main importance of the above theorem is the 
case where 0 < K E = ME ~< 1 and it gives the remainder terms of correct 
order for the limit results of Theorem 1. (Observe that in this case, trivially 
o9~<~.) If Vr=o( log T), we obtain by (4) that as T--* ~,  
log log(Ta/Vr) log log(Ta/Vr) 
(9) 
log u+(KE~br) log( V~T 1 log( Ta/Vr) )" 
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Hence if lim SUpr~ ~ log(Vr)/log(T a) < 0, l imr~ ~ log log(Ta/Vr) /  
logu+(KE(Jr)=O, and we arrive at the same conclusions as those 
in Corollary3. If Vr=O(( logT)  j - ' )  for some c>0,  (9) implies 
lira supr~ ~ ioglog(Ta/Vr)/log u+(KE~br)~< 1/c, and we arrive at the 
following result. 
COROLLARY 4. Let E satisfy (5) and (6) with 0 < KE = ME <<, 1, (U), and 
(S), and let V r be eventually monotone and O((log T) 1 ") as T---, oo for 
some c > O. Then 
[_ Vr2u + (KE(~r) + )'l <~ A ~. (Vr)  < Vr2u + (KEqkr) + 6 
]'or all sufficiently large T with probability one, provided that 7 < (co - l)/c 
and 6 > (ct + fl + ½ + I1( V))/c. 
Hence in this case, A ~(Vr ) i s  asymptotically quasi-deterministic (AQD). In 
particular, if d= 1, E is the collection of all subintervals of [0, 1], and 
Vr -min(T ,  1), we obtain Theorem3 in R6v6sz [10]. (The e; in his 
equation for b, on p. 114 should really be 2e.) 
Finally, in the case where the remainder term in Theorem 2 tends to 
infinity, we have the following. 
COROLLARY 5. Suppose that E satisfies (5) and (6) with 0<KE= 
ME ~< 1, (U), and (S), that Vr= O(log T) is eventually nondecreasing, and 
that 
lim log iog( Ta/Vr)/ log u + ( KEqJr) = ~.  
T~:  
Then 
u+(KEqkr) ! lim inf log (A ~ ( V r) - Vr2u + ( KE qk r) ) >1 to -- - 
r ~ ~. log log T 2 
log u + (KE(Jr) 
lim sup 




In the Erd6s-R6nyi range where Vr2 = c log T d for some c > 0, log(KE~bT) 
can be replaced by log u+(KE/c). For d= 1 and E the collection of all 
intervals in [0, 1-] such that ct = to = 0 and fl = 1, our result is weaker than 
the sharp result of Bacro, Deheuvels, and Steinebach [2-1 (our lower bound 
is too small by I). 
If l imr .. . .  (logp T)'  Vr / log(Ta)= 1 for some p~>2 and c>0,  where 
logp T denotes the pth iterate of log T, then (9) implies that in the above 
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corollary we may replace logu+(KEOr) by clogp+~ 7". In this case, it 
appears to be a very challenging problem to exactly identify the lim inf and 
iim sup in the above corollary. Some partial results in that direction can be 
obtained from Theorem 2 in Auer, Hornik, and R6v6sz [1]. (In fact, the 
framework of [ 1 ] assumes that KE = ME = 1, ~ = to = 0, and fl = d, but the 
proofs can be adopted to our more general framework.) 
In the "simplest" case, where d-- l and E consists of all intervals in 
[0, l],  one might be able to obtain sharp results by "dually" investigating 
the (minimal) increments of partial sums of exponentially distributed 
random variables (this technique is used, e.g., in Bacro, Deheuvels, and 
Steinebach [2] and Deheuvels and Steinebach [7]). However, the results 
which are currently available for increment sizes corresponding to the 
Vr=o(log T) range (Bacro and Brito [3], Mason [9]) are not sharp and, 
as already pointed out in [1], cannot be applied to our problem. (This 
difficulty is also noted in Steinebach [l 1].) 
For d> l, the duality method no longer works, and the exact remainder 
terms in Theorem l appear to be unknown even for the simplest choices of 
E (e.g., cubes with sides parallel to the coordinate axes) and volumes in or 
above the Erd6s-R6nyi range. One might still expect some similarity to the 
properties of maximal and minimal increments of partial sums of random 
fields; but also for this problem, sharp results are not yet known; cf. 
Deheuvels [4]. By methods similar to the proof of Theorem 2, one can 
actually show that (7) continues to hold provided that Vr--O(( log T)") 
for some c > 0, i.e., if Vr is not "too much" above the Erd6s-R6nyi range. 
The corresponding strong results require even more stringent size con- 
straints. We hope to be able to have substantially better esults for volumes 
above the Erd6s-R6nyi range eventually. 
THEOREM 3. 
A. Assume that 0<KE~NE<oo and that VT=O(T d) as T--.oo. 
Then for all e > O, 
lim P*{ Vr2(u-(NE~r)--e)<Ar(Vr)<~FVr2(u-(KE(~r)+e)-]} = 1. 
T~oc  
(1o) 
I f  in addition Vr is eventually monotone and E satisfies (D) and (S), then for 
all e>O, 
Vr2(u-(NEckr)-e)<ZJr(Vr)<~FVr2(U KE(~r)+e)- ] (11) 
for all sufficiently large T with probability one. 
B. Assume that KE>0 and lim supr_~ Vr2/log(Td)<Kt. Then 
lim P*{Ar (Vr )=0 } = 1. (12) 
T~o¢ 
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I f  in addition E satisfies (D) and (S), then 
zl r (VT) = 0 for all sufficiently large T with probabilio, one. ( 13 ) 
Discussion. If log T=o(  Vv) as T--,oo, ~br--*0 and thus for all x~>0, 
U-(X(~T) --* 1. Hence in this case, 
lim A~(Vr ) /VT=2 
in probability or almost surely, again irrespective of the particular values 
of KE and NE. (As for the maximum, the condition KE > 0 can be relaxed 
to assuming that E(a) is nonempty for all sufficiently small a.) 
For volumes in the Erd6s-R6nyi range, i.e., if l imv_~ VT2/(log Ta) = 
ct e (0, ~) ,  then ~bv--" 1/ct and thus u-  (XO~T) ~ U- (X/a). Hence in this case, 
2u - (NE/~) ~< lim inf, lim sup A r ( VT)/Vr <<- 2u-  (KE/C0 
T~c~ T~oo 
in probability or with probability one. Observe that as soon as ct < KE, the 
right-hand side equals 0, in accordance with the assertion of case B, which 
of course gives a much better esult. 
Again, if d= 1, E is the class of all (closed) intervals contained in [0, 1] a, 
and V r = ct log T or log T= o(Vr) and V r satisfies additional regularity 
conditions, the results for case A are weaker than Theorem D respectively 
Theorem 2 in Deheuvels and Steinebach [7]. 
A comparison of Theorem 1 and 3 shows that if log( T) = o( Vr) as 
T--* oo, then all subsets of E( VT/T d) basically contain the same number of 
points. Hence, if for integers L/> 1 and 0 < V <<. Td/L we let, more generally, 
A~-(V,L)  
= max { q( TEl ) + ... + q(TEL) : El ..... EL disjoint sets in E( VT/T a) } 
~JT-(V,L) 
= rain { q( TEl ) + ... + q(TEL) : El ..... EL disjoint sets in E( VT/T a) }, 
we have the following result. 
COROLLARY 6. Let E satisfv (U), (D), and (S), and let ME, NE<~.  
Suppose also that VT tends monotonically to oo as T~ ~ in a way that 
log T= o(VT) and VT= o(Td), and let LT be a sequence of  positive integers 
such that 0 < LT VT<~ Td for all T. Then 
lim A~-(VT 'LT) - -  lim '~-'Vr'Lr'-2( i a.s. 
T--,:t_ LTV  T T--~. LTV T 
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Results on d~-( V r, Lr) and d r (  Vr, Lr) for more general Lr will be given 
in a subsequent paper. 
With the aid of our theorems one can also obtain results on the spacings 
of the d-dimensional Poisson process. Following Deheuvels, Einmahl, 
Mason, and Ruymgaart [6], let the maximal k-spacing (with respect o E) 
at stage T be defined as 
Mr(k) = sup{ voI(TE) • Ee  E and q(TE) <k}. 
Then in particular, Mr( l )  is the volume of the largest empty set in TE. If, 
in addition to the conditions of (11), E also satisfies condition (C.4) of [6] 
such that the event identity { Mr(k) > V} = { A r (V) < k } holds whenever 
V/T d is sufficiently small (see [6,3.1-1), then the discussion following 
Theorem 3 easily implies that 
K___~E <~ lim iim Mr( l  ) NE inf, sup  _< 
r~ r -~ logT  a'~ 2 
a.s. 
If the assumptions on KE(a) and NE(a, v) are refined in a manner similar 
to that of theorem 2, then much sharper results can be obtained. For 
example, if E is the class of (closed) cubes in [0, 1] d with sides parallel to 
the coordinate axes, Theorem 10 in Deheuvels [5] yields that Mr ( l )=  
2 ~log Td+O(log T) Id-~vd for all sufficiently large T with probability 
one. 
Similarly, we can define the minimal k-spacing (with respect to E) at 
stage T by 
mr(k)  = inf{ voi(TE) • EE E and q(TE) > k}. 
Then, if in addition to the conditions of (2), E satisfies condition (D.4) of 
[6], the discussion following Theorem l yields that for all integers 
k>Mr-  1, 
ME log mr(k) ~< KE 
k + 1 - ME ~< lim inf, lim sup r~ r- -~ log T d --z k w 1 - K E 
a.s. 
Of course, results for maximal and minimal kr-spacings for general sequen- 
ces kr can also be obtained from our theorems. These results will be given 
in a subsequent paper. 
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3. PROOFS 
We start by collecting some properties of h and u +. 
LEMMA 1. Let u >~ 1. I f  t >1 l, then h(tu) >1 th(u) + uh(t); if 1/u <~ t <<. I, 
then h(tu) <~ th(u). 
Proof For allu, t>~0, 
h( tu)=th(u)+ tulog t - t+ 1 (14) 
= th(u)+ uh(t)+ (u -  1) ( t -  1). (15) 
The first assertion follows immediately from (15), and the second from (14) 
upon noting that if 1/u <<. t <<. 1, 
tulog t - t  + l ~<log t - t+  I = -th(1/t)<~ O. 
LEMMA 2. The function u~-*h(tu)/h(u) is decreasing on [0, 1/t] if  t> I 
and increasing on [0, l ) if t < 1. 
Proof For0~<u<l ,  
d (h(tu)~ _ th(u) log(tu) - h(tu) log(u) 
du \ h(u) / h(u) 2 
(1 - -u ) t logt+( t - -  1) log u 
h(u)2 
and the lemma follows if we can show that the numerator is nonpositive if
O<~u<~l/t<l and nonnegativeif0~<u, t< l .  Nowi f0<~u<~l / t< l ,  
(1 -u )  t log+ ( t -  1) log u 
~< (1 -u )  flog t+ ( t -  1)log(l/t) 
= (1  - tu )  log t 
~<0; 
i f0~<u, t< l ,  
(1 -u )  tlog t+( t - -  1) log u 
=(1 -u )h ( t )+( t -  1)(1 - u+log u) 
= (1 -u )  h(t) + (1 - t) uh(1/u) 
>>.0, 
whence the lemma. 
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LEMMA 
Proof 
3. The functions u+(q~)/qk and u ((~)/(J are decreasing on (0, m). 
The function t~---~ t/h(t) has derivative 
h( t ) -  t log t 1 - t 
h(t)'- -h ( t )  2 
and hence is increasing on [0, 1) and decreasing on (1, oo). The lemma 
now easily follows by substituting t= u+qb) respectively t= u-(~b). 
Let H(/a) denote a random variable whose distribution is Poisson with 
parameter/a. If we write q~(/a) = min(P { H(/a) >/L/a_J }, P { H(/a) ~</a }), then 
clearly qs(/a) is strictly positive for all /a>0, l im~,_oqS(/a)=l, and an 
application of the central limit theorem easily yields that lim~, ~ ~ qs(/a) = ½. 
Hence, { :=inf~,>o qs(/a) is strictly positive. 
For u>0,  let L,,:=(2x)-~/2h(1/u)~/2. The following iemma provides 
some bounds for the tail probabilities of//(/a). 
LEMMA 4. Let z > I, 0 < cr < 1, and/a, 0 > 0 be arbitrary. Then 
P{/7(/a)...> z/a } ~<e -"hl~l, (16) 
17 
P {/7(/a) >/r/a} ~< ~ (z/a)- tn e-,,,,,~l, (17) 
P{/7(/a)~tr/a} ~<e ,,,,l~, (18) 
P{/-/(/a)<La/au+(~b)d} ~<exp(-min({,  L~(/a¢)-~/Ze ""~)), (19) 
P{/7( /a)>0} ~<exp(-e  "). (20) 
l f  Lz/aJ ~ u, then 
P{n(/a) ~Lz/aJ} ~exp(--(2nz/a)-me-~hIT~). (21) 
For all O<s< 1, 
(22) 
for all O<s~< l/z, 
P{H(/a)>[z/a(u-(¢)+s)- ]} ~<exp(-min(g,  L~(/a~b) -'/2 e-"¢hl~s~/htsl)). (23) 
Proof Let t = log z /> 0. Chernoff's inequality, 
P { H(/a)/> z/a} ~< IF exp(t(H(/a) -- z/a)) = exp(/a(e' - 1 ) - tz/a) = e -"hl~l, 
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which is (16); (18) can be obtained similarly. The inequality (22) holds 
trivially if u (q~)<s; otherwise, ifs<~u (~)~< 1, Lemma2 implies that 
h(au-(q~)) > h(~rs) 
h(,r(u-(~)-s))>~h(au-(~))- h(u (¢)) ~ h(s) ~; 
hence by (18) 
P{/-/(/a) ~< a/a(u - (~b) - s)} ~< e -,,h(,,,, I~)- .,, ~< e -,,~hl~Vm.,), 
and (22) is established. 
If k ~> 1, Stirling's formula yields that 
(2nk)-  w2 (e/k)k <~ 1/k! <~ k -l/z (e/k)k 
such that, as (/ae/k)ke "= e -"mk/~), 
/ak 
(2nk)-J/2e-"mk/")<~P{17(/a)=k} =-~.e-"<~k-t/2e-"mk/"( (24) 
Using the above inequality with k = I-r/aT. 
~,  i k ~ " 
P{/l(/a)~>r/a} =e -t' - -~--e/a ~/a -"  E {_M_'~'<~ (T/a)_,/,_ ,,,,,, 
i=k i! k! i :o ~,k) "~'z-- 1 e . 
which is (17). 
If E is an arbitrary event and E ¢ its complementary event, then clearly 
P(E) = 1 - P (E  ~) ~< exp( - P(E¢)); (25) 
hence in particular, 
P { H(U) > 0} ~ exp( - P { H(/a) = 0}) = exp( -e  -"), 
which is (20). 
If mr/a] >~/a, Lemma 1 and (24) imply that 
P{z-z(u) ~> Lr/aJ } 
i> n~{ n(/a) = Lr/aJ } 
>/(2nL~/aJ)- in e ,,h(L,,,U/,,) 
~> (2nr/a)-i,'-~ e ,hl~). (26) 
which in combination with (25) gives (21). To prove (19). suppose first 
that La/au+(~)]>.-/a. Then in particular, u+((~)>~l/a such that by 
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Lemmal,  h(au+(#))<<.afb, and Lemma3, u+(~)lck<<.(lla)lh(lla) or 
equivalently, au +(~b) ~< (J/h(1/a). Using (26), we find that 
p{/-/(u) >1 La#u + (~)] } 1> (2top(b/h( l /a)) -  ,/2 e-'"~; 
on the other hand, if La#u+((b)_] </~, then trivially 
P{n(~)/> La~u +(0)J}/> P{/-/(~) >~ L~_I} ~>~. 
Combining the previous two inequalities and again using (25), we obtain 
(19). 
To prove (23), we proceed similarly. Suppose first that Fz#(u- (~) + s)-] ~</~. 
Then in particular u-((b)~< 1/z or equivalently, (b >i h(l/z), and therefore 
I- ru(u - (~)  + s)-I ~ u ~ u~//~(l/z). 
By Lemma 2, 
_< h(zs) h(u ((~) + s) ~ h!rs) h(u .< h(zs)~ . h(z(u-(~)+ s))..~ 
h(s) hls~ (~))'~111s~ ' 
hence, using (24), 
p {/-/(~) ~ r-z~(u- (~) + s)-] } 
>/P { H(/I)  = [-rU(u - (~b) + s)q } 
>/(2nFr#(u - (@) + s)-]) - ,12 e - , , , . ( r . , . . , -~ l  + ~lll,,I 
on the other hand, if [-z/l(u-(~b)+s)] >/~, then clearly 
p{n(~)<...Fz~(u-(CJ)+s)-l} >i p{n(~) ~ ~} >~t, 
and (23) follows by combining the previous two inequalities and applying 
(25). 
For what follows, it will be convenient to introduce the following 
notations. For 0< V <<. T a, let at (V)= T-aV, (br(V)= (V2)- '  iog( TU/V) 
such that in particular, qkr=ckr(Vr), and, if x>0,  let mT(V,x)= 
V2u+(X¢r(V)). Clearly, both (br(V) and mr(V, x) are increasing in T for 
fixed V; as 
Ofkr(V)_ 2_,V_2( I+Iog(Ta/V)) ,  
OV 
~br(V) is decreasing in V for fixed T. 
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LEMMA 5. For all 0 < ~ < 1 and  x > 0, there exists a To such that for all 
T>~ To, mr(V, x) is increasing in V for 0<~ V<<. (1 -e )  T a. 
Proof Fix 0 < e < 1 and x > O. Consider the function 
Gr(V, x) := (V2+x) log- -  
V2 + x 
x - x log(Ta/V). 
V2 
As log(1 +~b) ~< ~b for ~b >/0, log(( V2+x)/(V2)) ~< x/(V2) and thus Gr( V, x) 
<~xZ(V2)- l -xlog(Ta/V).  As OGr(V,x)/OV=21og((V2+x)/(V2))>O, 
V~--, Gr( V, x) is increasing in V. Hence, for all 0 < V~<(1- e) T a, 
Gr( V, x) <<. Gr(( 1 - ~) T a, x) <~ 
X 2 
(1 --e) 2T a+ xl°gll' 
which tends to xlog(1 -e )<0 as T--* ~.  Thus, we can find a To such that 
for all T>~To, Gr (V ,x)<O for all 0< V~<(1-e)  T a. 
Now fix T>~ To. As mr(V, x) >~ I/2 satisfies the identity 
mr( V, x) log mr( V, x) + V2 = x log(Ta/V), 
V2e 
we obtain 
Omr( V, x) 1 mr( V, x) - V2 - x 
OV log(mr( V, x)/V2) V 
Hence, V~--~mr(V,x) is increasing as long as mr(V ,x )>V2+x.  But 
if mr(V,x)<...V2+x, then necessarily h((V2+x)/V2)>lXqkr(V), or 
equivalently Gr(V,x)>>.O, which is impossible for O<V<~(1-e)  T a, 
thereby completing the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 6. Let 0 < V < T a nd x ~ R. Then 
p*{a;(V)<x} <~(p{n(V~)<X})"E'°T'v", 
P*{J 7-(V) > x} ~ (p{n(v,~) > x})"E'°~' v, 
(27) 
(28) 
For all e>0 such that ar(V)(l  +e)< 1 
P*{A ~-(V) >>. x} <<. ME(ar(V), ~) P{H((1 + ~) I/"2) 1> x}; (29) 
for all O < e < 1, 
P*{Ar(V)<- .x}<.NE(ar (V) ,e)P{H((1-e)  V2) ~<x}. (30) 
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Proof Let E, ..... EK be as in the definition of K= KE(ar(V)). Then 
P*{A~-(V)<x} ~< P{q(TE i )<xfora l l  1 <~i<<.K} <<. (P{I I (VA)<x})  K,
which is (27), and similarly 
P*{AT(V)> x } <.P{q(TEi)> xforall  1 <~i<<.K} <~(P{I-I(V2)> x}) K, 
which is (28). 
To establish (29), let Bl ..... B M be as in the definition of M= 
ME(at(V), ~). Then 
P*{A~-(V)>~x} <~ P{q(TB~)>Ix for some 1 ~<i~< M} 
~< MP{/-/((1 +e) VA)>~x}. 
Finally, to establish (30), let B, ..... Bu be as in the definition of 
N = NE(ar(V), ~). Then 
P*{z{ r (V) ~< x} ~< P{q(TB,) <~ x for some 1 ~< i ~< N} 
~< NP{H((1- -e)  V2) ~< x}, 
and the proof of the lemma is complete. 
LEMMA 7. Suppose that ME < ~.  Then for all ~ > 0 and ~ > 1, there exist 
0<ao< 1 and po>0 such that for all 0< V <~ ao Td, 
P*{A~-(V)>>.(l+e)~mr(V, ME)}~ar(V)O°e -'rtv'ME)hm (31) 
Proof Fix e>0 and z> 1. By assumption, we may find aoe(0, 1), 
0<eo~<min(e,a o'-1) and po>0 such that for all 0<a~<ao, 
ME(a, eo)a'ME<<.a p°. Combining (29) with (16) and using Lemma 1, we 
obtain that for 0 < V <~ a o T d, 
P*{zi~(V) >~ (1 +~)zmr(V,  ME)} 
~< P*{A~(V)>~ (1 +~o)zmr(V, ME)} 
~< ME(at(V), ~o) P {/-/((1 + ~o) V2) >t (1 + ~o) zV)tu+ (ME~br( V))} 
<<. ME(at( 
<~ ME(at( 
= Mr(at (  
<~ aT( V) n° 
V),  Co) e -~' + ~o) Vlh(,u+(ME(~r(V))) 
V), ~o) e - (1 + e.o) V,~.ETME(~T(V) + u + (M£~r( V)lh(r)] 
V), Co) at(V)  I' +~o),uE e -I, + ~o~,,rl v.uEIh~l 
e -mr(V.ME)h(T) .  
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LEMMA 8. Suppose that KE > O. Then for all 0 < e < 1, there exist 
0 < ao < 1 and Po > 0 such that for all 0 < V <~ ao T d, 
p*{A~(V)<[_ ( l -e )mr(V ,  KE)d} <..exp(-ar(V)-p°). (32) 
I f  in addition O<a<l ,  there exists c=c(e ,a)>O such that for all 
O< V~ao Td, 
P*{z~(V) <[_(1 -e )~mr(V ,  KE)_J / <~exp(--cmT(V, KE)). (33) 
Proof. Fix 0<e<l .  As 
lim inf l°g(KE(a) min(f, Lj E(KE log(I/a))-'/2 all ~)rE)) 
- - eKE > 0, 
u~o. log(I/a) 
we can find ao E (0, 1 ) and Po > 0 such that for all 0 < a ~< ao, KE(a) 1> 1 and 
KE(a) min(f, Ll ~.(KE log( l /a))- t/2 a(l-~)rE) >1 a-po. 
Combining (27) with (19), we thus find that for 0< V<~ao Ta, 
P* {A ~. (V) < [_(1 - e) mr( V, KE) ] } 
~< exp( --KE(aT(V)) min((, L) _ ~.(KE log(I/at( V)))-1/2 ar ( V)(I - ~)xE)) 
~< exp( - a r(V) - 0o), 
which is (32). 
To establish (33), we distinguish two cases. Suppose first that 
ffu+(KE(~r(V))<-.. 1. Then V2=mr(V ,  KE)/U+(KEq~T(V))>tcrmr(V, KE), 
and thus by (27)  and  (18) ,  
P*{A ~-(V) < [_(1 - -e)amr(V,  KE)_J } 
~<P*{A~-(V)~<(1-e) V2} 
<<. e -~h(l - c)mr( V.Xt) (34) 
I f  aU + (KEqJT(V)) > 1, or equivalently KEO~r(V) > h(1/a) ,  use Lemrna 3 to 
obtain 
u+(KE(~r(V)) u+(h(1/a)) I <~ 
KE(,br(V) h(1/a) ah(1/a)' 
from which 
mr( V, KE) = V2u+(KEfbr(V)) <~ 
VAKE(~r( V) KE 
- -  l og( l /a t (V) ) .  
t rh ( l /a )  - ah(1 / t r )  
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Hence in this case, using (32). 
P* {,~ ~- (v)  < L(1 - ~) omT( v, KE)_I } 
~< P* {A ~. (V) < L(1 - ~) mr( v, KE)J } 
~< exp( --ar(V)-"°) 
~< exp( -exp(poah(l /a) K~ lmr( V, KE))) 
~< exp( - poah(1/o') KE lrn r( V, KE) ), (35) 
and (33) follows immediately upon combining (34) and (35). 
Proof of Theorem 1. Equation (1) follows immediately from Lemmas 7 
and 8. 
In proving (2), it will be convenient to write 
V~= iim V,, V r= lim V, 
I~T+ I~T- -  
such that V~- and Vf- are the right- respectively left- continuous modifi- 
cations of Vr. 
We start with the case of eventually nonincreasing Vr. Let To/> 1 be 
large enough such that for all T>_.To, Vr_~/Ta<av and Vr is non- 
increasing in T; then in particular, V r >t Vr>~ V~. for all T> To. For n i> 1, 
let 
T, ,=sup{T>T,,_ j :T<~et/dT,,_ l ,  Vr>~V~" /e}. 
Then " + >~eTa,, /V~- >1 " " + " T,,/Vr. _ , ... >>.e To/Vro>~e /au, hence 
at.(Vr.) <. at.(V~-) <~ at.( V + V + ' -" 7". ,)<~ar._,( r._,)<~au e (36) 
<~ e TM and 1 >/Vr./V~._ >1 l/e, (4) and, as by construction 1 ~< T,,/T,,_ l I 
easily yields that for all x > 0, 
l i rn  mr. ( VL_ , , x)/mr._ ,( V L, x)= 1. (37) 
We first show that for all e>0 and T>I ,  Af.(VT)< 
(1 +2e)zmr(V r, ME) for all sufficiently large T with probability one. As 
maxr._,<r<r.A~(Vr)<~zi~.(V~._,) and by Lemma5, mr._,(Vr.,ME)<~ 
mr(Vr ,  ME)<~mr.(V + ME) for all T, ,_ I<T<T, ,  whenever n is suf- T._j, 
ficiently large, (37) and the Borel-Cantelli lemma imply that it is enough 
to show that 
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+ + ~P*{AT,,(VT, ' ,)>~(I +e)ZmT.(V + 7-,, ,, ME)} < oO, 
n 
[P*{A ~-(Vr.) >~ (1 +e) rmr.(Vr., ME) } < oO, 
n 
which follows from (31) and (36). 
Similarly, let us show that for all 0<~< 1, A~-(Vr)>>- 
L( 1 - 2e) mr( VT, KE)J for all sufficiently large T with probability one. As 
mint,, ,<T<r,,A~(VT) >~A+r._,(Vr. ), it follows as above that it suffices to 
show that 
ZP*{a  + v -  VT-o, KE)A}< T.-i( T.)>L(1--e)mT.-,(  oo 
#l 
P*{,J ;o(Yr.) >/ (1  -- ~) mr.( Vro, KE)3} < oo, 
#1 
which follows from (32) and (36), thereby completing the proof of (2) for 
the case of nonincreasing V r. 
Now consider the case of eventually nondecreasing Vr. We start with the 
upper bound. By Lemma5, we can find T o such that for all T~> To, 
VW+mT(V, ME) is nondecreasing on, say, 0< V<~ Vr+,, Vr+l/Ta<~au, 
and V r is increasing in T. For n/> 1, define 7". by the recursion 
T,,=sup{T> T,, "mr(Vr, ME)<~mr,_,(V + ME)+I /w/n}.  - - I  Tn - I '  
+ . . .  V + Then mT.(VT.,ME)>/mT.-,( V+T._~, ME)+l/-v/'-n~> >/mTo( to, ME) + 
2'~'= 11/~/~/> -4/-~- As by construction mr. - ~( V L_ , , ME) ~< mr.( Vr., ME) <~ 
mr._,( VL_ ,, ME)+ ll~l/-n, 
lim mr._,(V~- ,, ME)/mr.(Vr. , ME)= 1. (38) 
n ~ z r  
As maxr._,<r<r.  A~(VT) <~ A~.(V~-) and, for T._I < T < 7"., 
mr._,(V~._,, Mr)<~mr(Vr, Mr)<~rnr.(Vr., ME), (38) implies that in 
order to establish the upper bound in (2), it suffices by the usual arguments 
to show that for all r > 1 and ~ > 0, 
[P*{,d~-(Vr.)>~ (I +t;)zmr. (VT, ME) } < oo 
#l 
P*{~ +(Vr.) 1>(1 + E)zmv.( Yr., ME)} < ~,  
n 
which follows immediately from (31) and the fact that mr.(Vr.,ME)>~ 
mr.(VT, ME)~>mT. ,(Vf. ,, ME)~>~/n--~i. 
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The proof of the lower bound is very similar. Construct the T,, 
as above but with mr(V,K~) instead of mr(V, ME); then again, 
mr._,( V + --. r ._ , ,Kr) /mr. (V~. ,Kr)  1 as n 00 and mr.(V~.,KE)>>.~/-n. As
minr._,<r<r A~(Vr)>~d + V + 7"._,( T._,), the lower bound can be established 
by showing that for all 0 < e, a < 1, 
Y~ P*{~;o_,(v +T° ,)<L(I -~)o,nTo_,(v L ,, K~)_J} < oo 
p*{3 ;.(vT.) < L(I - ~)on,~o( VT., K~)_I} < ~, 
n 
which follows from (33), thereby completing the proof of Theorem 1. 
Let us write 
r r (V ,x )= 
log iog(Td/V) 
mr( V, x) log u + (XO6r( V)) 
and Vr .n= { V:O< V2~< Blog Td}. 
LEMMA 9. Let E satisfy (5) and (6). Fix eo, ~o, Bo>0.  Then there exist 
finite positive numbers To = T~o.~o.no, Cr.o and CM.o such that for all T>~ To, 
F*{Af(V)<LmT(V, KE)(I +KrT(V, KE))_]} 
~< exp( - CK, o(log( 1~aT(V))) . . . . .  I/2 - ~.o) (39) 
and 
P*{A ~- (V) >t mr(  V, ME)(1 + ~:rr( V, M~:)) } 
~< CM.o(log( l /a t (  V))ff + p - "  - 1/2 (40) 
uniformly over V ~ V r.no and Ixl <<-Xo. 
Proof Clearly, 
lim min ~br(V)= I/B o, 
T~ ~ VT, B o 
mr(V ,x )  _r lL  m mr(2-1Bolog Td, x) 
lim max -- Bou+(x/Bo), 
r~ vr.Bo log( l /ar(V))  log(Td/(~.-IBolog Td)) 
log log( I /a t (V) )  
lim max rr(V, x) = lira max = O. 
r - ,~  vr, no r -~ vr.no V2(xqkr(V)+u+(xfbr(V)) - 1) 
Hence, we can find v o ~< rain(l/2, eo) and ao ~< min(l/e, exp( -h(4) /KEvo) )  
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and finite To and Co such that (5) and (6) are valid for all 0<a~<ao and 
0<V~Vo,  and that for x~ {KE, ME} and all T~> T O ,
max at(V) <~ a o, 
VcVF, BO 
(I + %)2 
min u+(X(~r(V))>~ - ,  
VE Vr.B o 1 - -  V 0 
( ,) vo max rr (V)  max 1, 
v~vr..o logu+(x~kr(V) ~<rco(l +Xo) '  
mr(V ,x )  
max 
v~ vr.Bo log( I /a r(V)) <~ Co 
Now fix T>~ To, VsVr,8o, and K~ [ -x  o, ho] and, for notational con- 
venience, abbreviate at(V), O~r(V), KE, ME to a, ~b, K, and M. Also, for the 
proof of (39), let m = mr( V, K) and r = rr( V, K). Suppose first that 
LV2u+(K(b)(1 + xr)_J>~ V2. (41) 
Then by (21), 
P{ll(V2)<[_m(1 + ~:r)J } 
~< exp( - (2n(  1 + xr)m)-  1/2 e- v:.;,, J + ~-r~,+,~¢)l). 
As log(1 + xr) ~< xr, we have 
h((1 +xr )  u+(K(~)) 
= (1 + xr) h(u+(Kqk)) + (1 + xr) u+(K~k) log(1 + xr ) -  xr 
~< (1 + xr) Kgk + xr(1 + a:r) u + (K~b)- xr 
= K~ + xr(Kq6 + u + (Kqb)- 1) + tc2r2u + (K(~) 
= KqJ + xru+(Kq6) log u+(Kq~) + tc2r2u + (K(~) 
and hence 
e-  v:.h((l + ~,)~+(K¢~))>. aX(1og(l/a))-~ e-~2,a,,, i> ar(1og ( l /a ) ) - " -~°  
Hence, using (27) and (5) we obtain 
P*{d~-(V)<Lm(1 + ~cr)_J } 
~< exp( - KE(a)(2rt(1 + xr)m)-  ,/2 aX(log(1/a)) . . . .  o) 
~< exp( -- CK a-  X(Iog( 1/a))°' (2~( 1 + Vo) Co log(l /a))  - x/2 
x ar( log(1/a)) - ~- ~o) 
= exp( -- Cr.o(log(I/a)) . . . .  1/2 - ~o), 
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where Cj¢.o := (27r(1 + Vo) Co) -~/2 CK, establishing (39) for the case where 
(41) holds. Note that if u+(K~b)(l +xr)~<2,  then u+(K~b)~<4 and hence 
I/2 >t Klog(1/a)/h(4) >>. Klog(1/ao)/h(4) >1 l/vo such that m(1 +Kr)  /> 
V2u+(Kqk)(1-Vo)>~V2(l+vo)>~ V2+l  and (41) is satisfied. Otherwise, 
u+(K~b)(1 + rcr) >/2 and (41) is automatical ly satisfied if V2 >/1; but if V2 < 1 
and (41) does not hold, then [_m(1 + xr)] = 0 and (39) holds trivially. 
For the proof  of (40), write m=mr(V ,M)  and r=r r (V ,M) .  Let 
0 < v ~< v o and ~ := m(1 +xr)/((1 +v) I/2) >/u+(M~b)(1 -Vo)/(1 +Vo)/> 
l+v  o. Using (17) w i th /~=( l+v)  I/2, 
P{H( ( I  +v)  V2) ~> m(l  +xr )}  ~<4Vo I m-l/2e-Ci+"~v:'J'~) 
After some manipulations, one finds that 
e-l l  + ,.~v).h~¢) = aMe-~rV: .M~keV: . l  . . . . .  I(1 -I- V) (1 + t,:r},',, (1 + h'r) -~l + ~'~"' 
Using the inequality 1 + t ~< e' valid for all real t, 
( Kr )( '+~'rl"~e ..... 
(1 + ~:r) -{I + ~1'' = 1 l+~' r  
and thus 
e- ( l  +v} V2h(r) 
<~ aMe - K rV i , [M~ + It + [M~b) - 1)( 1 + v) Ct + ,~1,- 
= age  - ~.'rV2u+(Mc))log u+{g~b)(  1 + v) ¢1 + ~r,., 
~< aM(log( l /a))  ~ (1 + v) II + ,'o),,, 
Hence, we may use (29) and (6) to obtain that for all v ~< v o ,  
P*{A ~-(V) >~ rn(l +xr )}  
<~ ME(a, v) 4v o Irn - I/2ag(Iog( l /a ) ) -  ~ ( 1 + v) II + ,'o~m 
<~ 4v o ICM(lOg(1/a))'- ~ m-l/2v-t~(1 + v) tl + ,'ol,, 
As by assumption fl>~½ and by construction, m<~colog(1/a) 
log( l /a) /> log(1/ao) i> 1, we find that upon letting v := min(m- l ,  Vo), 
m- my-#(1 + v) II + v0~,, ~< max(co, 1/%) #- i/z ( log(l /a))  p-  1/2 e I +,,o 
such that with this choice of v in (42), we finally obtain 
P*{A~.(V)>~m(ME)(1 +xr)}  
<~ 4Vo ICMe l  + vo max(co, 1/Vo) #- i/2 log( l /a) ) ,+# ~- 1/2, 
v 
:= CM, 0 
which is (40), and the proof of the lemma is complete. 
(42) 
and 
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LEMMA 10. For all 0 < x, B < oo we can find 0 < T,(x, B), C,(x, B) < oo 
such that for all T>~ T,(x, B) and V~Vr.B, 
log log(Ta/V) 1 log log(Ta/V) 
C,(x,B) log(Ta/V) <.rr(V,x)<. x log(Ta/V) 
Proof We have 
log(Td/V) 1 x(; r(V) 1 
r r( V' X) iog log( Ta/V) --x X~T( V) + u + (x(;v( V) ) -- 1 <'--'x 
To establish the lower bound, note that limrminvEvr, ckr(V)=l/B; 
hence, the lemma follows if we show that inf, >~.,. t/(t + u + ( t ) -  1)> 0 for all 
s>0. Now if t~>4, then h(2t)>12tlog(8/e)+l>~2t, hence u+(t)<~2t 
and t/(t+u+(t)- l)>>.~. Otherwise, if s<~t<<.4, then t / ( t+u+(t ) - l )>~ 
s/(3 + u+(4)), whence the lemma. 
LEMMA 1 1. For all 0 < x, B < oo we can find 0 < T(x, B), C(x, B) < oo 
such that for all T(x, B) <~ TI <<. T <~ T. and Vl <~ V. ~< Blog T d, 
mr.( V, x) - mr1( V, x) 
mr,,( V, x) rr,( V, x) 
mr( V., x) - mr( Vt, x) 
mr( V., x) rr( V., x) 
T u - T I 
<~ C(x, B) Tt log log(Ta/v) ' (43) 
( V, , -  V,) log(Ta/V.) 
<<. C(x, B) V~log log(Ta/V~) " (44) 
Proof Since 
Omr( V, x) dx 
OT Tlogu+(X~r(V)) ' 
we have 
Omr(V,x) dxmr(V ,x ) r r (V ,x )  
O T T log log(Ta/V) 
Furthermore 
amr( v, x) 
8V 
2u+(x~r(v)) x(1 + Iog(Ta/V)) 
Vlog u + (xo~r( V) ) 
and Lemma 10 implies 
~m r( V, x) <<. mr( V, x) r r( V, x) log(Td/v) 
OV C,(x, B) Vlog log(Ta/V) 
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Since it is immediate by differentiation that Ioglog(Td/V)/Iog(Td/v)is 
increasing in V and decreasing in T on 04  V<.e-"T d and by Lemma 5 
we can find T(x,B)>~Tj(x,B) such that for all T>.T(x,B) and 
VeVr.B, mr(V, x) is increasing in T and V, we get for some T~< T. ~< 7",, 
mr~(V,x) -mr l (V ,x)  dx(Tu-  Tt) mr (V,x) rr (V,x) 
mr.( V, x) r r,( V, x) T. log Iog(Td./V) mr.(V, x) rr,(V, x) 
d(  T u - -  Ti) 
<~ Cl(x, B) Tt log Iog(Ta/V) 
<<. C(x, B) 
Tu-  r l  
T~ log log(Ta/V) 
and analogously 
mr( V,, x) -- mr( VI, x) 
mr(V.,  x) rr(Vu) 
<~ C(x, B) 
( V. - V,) log(Ta/V.) 
V t log log(Ta/V.) 
Proof of the Theorem 2. To simplify matters, we assume that V r is 
continuous; the general case can be dealt with by considering V~. and V r 
as in the proof of Theorem 1. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is based on the Borel-Cantelli lemma and 
Lemmas 9 and 11. Choose Co, Xo > 0 such that I~'1 < Xo, Ic51 < Xo~ + to < 
co-½, and cS>~+f l+ 3.
Assume first that V r is eventually decreasing. Let To>_- T,o.~o. j be large 
enough and define 
T,,= sup{ T> T,,_ )" ar(Vr)>~aro_~(Vr~ ,)(1 --n-1/2)}. 
Then 
aro(Vr.)=ar~ ,(Vr._,)(1-n -j/2) . . . . .  aro(Vro) [q (1 - i  -I/2) 
l <~i<~n 
and simple calculation yields 
exp( - c  j n ,/2) <~ at,(Vr~) ~ exp( -c2 nil2) 
for suitable constants c~,cz>0 and n~> 1. Furthermore, as T,, j/T,,>~ 
d d T . _ i /T ,, >>- at.( Vr.)/ar._ ,(Vr._~), 
7".- T._ l  = 7".(1 -- Tn_ j/T.)<~ 7".(1 --ar.(Vro)/aro_,(Vr._,))<~ T,,n -1/2 
and similarly 
VTn -I -- Vrn ~ Vrn - I n - 1/2 ~ C |  VTn _ I / l og(Ta , , /V r . ) .  
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Since a r._, (Vro) <~ a r._,( Vr._,)  and a r.( Vr._, ) ~ a r._~( Vr._~ ), Lemma 9 and 
the Borel-Cantell i  lemma imply that with probability 1 for sufficiently 
large n 
Z~ +T._I(VTn) >>-LmT._,(Vr., Kr)(l + Krr._,(Vr.))] 
for all N with I~c[ <~o, ~'<~o-1/2-Co and 
d~.(Vr._,) < mr.( Vr._,, Mr)(1 + Krr.(Vr._,)) 
for all N with [~c[ <•o, K>~+/3+ 3. Since 
A + ( + 
for T,,_ 1 ~< T~< T,, we need only prove that for all sufficiently large n 
mr(Vr, KE)(1 +yrr(Vr))<~mr._~(Vr.. KE)(1 + Nlrr._,(Vr.)) (45) 
1 for some K~ >?  with [KII < No, K~ <co-_~-eo and 
mr.(Vr._,,ME)(l+~2rr.(Vr. ,))~<mr(Vr, ME)( l+6rr (Vr) )  (46) 
for some N2 <6 with I~CEI < No, K2 >~+f l+ ~. 
Using Lemma 11 with Tu= T,,, 7"/= T,,_~, V~= Vr._,, V;= VT. we 
obtain that for all sufficiently large n, 
mr.(Vr._,, x)_--mr._,(Vr._,, X) < 2C(x, 1) 
mT.(VT. ~,X)rT._L(VT._~) "~nl/210glog(Ta_l/Vr._,)' 
mr._,(Vr. ~,x)-mr._~(Vr.,x) 2ClC(X, 1) 
mr._,(Vr,, f,~r~._~(-~r.~ log(V a ,/Vr._~)" 
Hence we can find N>~ 1, 0~<e, < (N 1-~,)/2, 0~<e2 < (6-~2)/2 such that 
for all n/> N, T,,_, ~< T~< T,,, we have 
mr( VT, KE) --mr._,( VT., KE) 
<<.mr.(VT. ,, KE)--mT._~(Vr., KE) 
~< e j mr.( VT._  1 , KE) rr._,(VT._,) 
<~ NimT. ,(VT.,KE)rr._,(Vr.)--?mT(VT, KE)rr(VT), 
mTo(VTo ,, ME)--mT(VT, ME) 
<<.e2mr.(VT. ,,Mr)rr. ,(Vr._,) 
<~ 6mr( Vr, Mr) r r( VT) -- ~czmT.( VT._~, Kv.) r r.( VT._,), 
which gives (45) and (46). In the above derivation we used that 
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mr(V,x) rr(V) is slowly varying for T._t <<.T<<.T o, Vr <~ V<~ VTn_t ,
which is easily seen from Lemma 11. 
Now let us consider the case where V r is eventually nondecreasing. 
Remember that Vr= O(log T), Let To>_. T,o,~o,So be large enough and 
define 
Tn=sup{T> T._I: T<~eTn_I, Vr<~ Vr._,(1 + 1/log To_t) } . 
Let us prove that 
I"./> exp(n/(6 log n)) (47) 
for n>~l if Vr<~(logT) 3/2 for all T>~To and To>~e, Vro>~l. Assume 
first that there are m>tn/2 indices l<~i~ ..... im<~n with Tij=eTi_l. 
Then T~ >1 emTo >1 exp(n/(4 log n)). Otherwise, there are m >1 n/2 indices 
1 <~i I ..... im<<.n with Vr~= VTg_ 1(1 + l/log Tij_l) such that 
Vr~>>- Vro I-I (1 + 1/log Tij_l)~> Vr0(l + 1/log Tn)~/2>>.exp(n/(41og T.)), 
l~<j~<m 
where the last inequality follows from the fact that log(1 +x)>~x/2 for 
0 < x ~< 1. Thus, ~ log log To >t log Vr. >1 n/(4 log Tn), which in turn is seen 
to imply log To >t n/(6 log n). Therefore, (47) holds and we have 
ar~(Vr.) ~ exp( -n/(8 log n)) 
for all sufficiently large n. 
As for decreasing V r we get by Lemma 9 and the Borel-Cantelli lemma 
that with probability 1 for sufficiently large n, 
A + r._,(Vr._,) >1 lmr~_~( Vr._,. KE)(1 + xrr~_,( Vr~_ t))J 
for all K with I•l <Go, ~<co-  ½-~o and 
d ~.(Vr.) ~ mr.( Vr~, ME)( 1 + Krr.(Vr~)) 
for all K with I~:l <~:o, ~:>~+/~+½, Since 
zl + 
for 7"._ ~ ~ T~< T. it remains to bc shown that for all sufficicntly large n, 
mr(Vr, Kz)(l + ?rr(Vr)) <~ mr._l( Vr._~, Kz)(l + Kl rr._,(Vr._,)) (48) 
for some ~c I >?  with ]~cl] <~c o, Kl <C0--½--~0 and 
mT~(VT~ , ME)(1 + Ic2rr.(Vr.))<~mr(Vr, ME)(1 +C~rT(VT) ) (49) 
683/48/I-I0 
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for some x 2 < 6 with 1~21 < ~Co, ~c2 > cc +/3 -4- ½. We obtain from Lemma 11 
that 
mr.( Vr., x) -- mr._ ,( Vr., x) 
roT.( VT., X) rr._ ,(VT.) 
mr._,( VT., X) -- mr._,( Vr._,, x) 
mr._,( VT., X) rr._,(VF.) 
C(x, Bo)(e-  1) <~ d ) log log(T._ ~/Vr.) 
C(x, Bo) 
~<log log(T a_ ~/VT.)" 
Hence there exist N>~ 1, 0 < el < (x~-  y)/2, 0 < ~2 < (6 -  x2)/2 such that for 
all n/> N and T._ ~ ~< T ~< T., we have 
mr( Vr, KE)-- mT._~( Vr._I, KE) 
<<- ~l mr.( Vr., KE) r r._ ~( VT.) 
<~ KImT._,(VT._,, KE) rT._I(VT . I)--~mT(VT. KE) rr(Vr) ,  
mT.( VT., ME)-- mT( VT, ME) 
<~ 2mr.( Vr., ME) r r._,( Vr.) 
<~ 6mT(  VT,  ME) r T( VT)  --  tC2mT.( VT  n , KE) fT . (VT . ) ,  
which proves the theorem. 
LEMMA 12. Let KE > O. For all r > l and s > O we can find O < ao < l , 
c > O, and T o < ~ such that for all T >1 T o, 
P*{d~(V)>[-rV2(u-(KE(~r(V))+s)-]}<<.exp(-T c) (50) 
uniformly in 0 < V <~ ao T a. 
For all 0<7< 1, there exist c>0 and To< ~ such that for all T>~ To, 
P*{Ar (V)>0 } ~< exp(-- T") (51) 
uniformly in 0 < V2 ~< 7K~ log T a. 
Proof Fix z > 1 and 0 < So < rain(s, I/r). Then h(rso)/h(so)< 1 and thus 
lira inf log (KE(a) rain(d, L.(K E log( I/a))- i/z aXEh(..o)/h(.o))) 
,,--0+ log(l/a) 
>/KE(1 -- h(rso)/h(so)) 
>0. 
Hence, we can find 0<ao< I and po>0 such that for all 0<a~<ao, 
KE(a) >/ 1 and 
KE(a) min(g, L.(KE log(l/a)) - 1/2 aKEh(,so)/htso)) >1 a-P° 
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Finally, fix some o~ e (0, 1 ). Then, as 
sup (~r(V)=qkr(T'°a)~O 
T md ~ 1 /~ aO T d 
as T~ oo, we can find T,o< oo such that for T>~ T~, T'°d<~ao Td and, for 
all T°~d <~ V <~ ao Td, KE~r( V) <~ h(1- So) or equivalently, u- ( Kr~r( V) ) >>- 
1-So.  Therefore, with the aid of (28) and (16), we obtain that for all 
T>~ T~,, 
sup P*{A;(V)>FzV2(u-(KEq~r(V))+s)-]} 
Twd <~ V <~ ao Td 
~< sup P*{Ar (V)>~V2 }
T(~t <~ 1/ <~ aO Td 
~< sup e - 1/~/'(') 
T rod <~ V <~ ao T d 
= exp(-2h(z)  T"a). (52) 
On the other hand, combining (28) and (23) yields 
p* {~ ~ (v) > [-~ V~(u- (K~(V) )  + s)q } 
~< P*{A r(V)  > [-z V2(u-(KE~b r(V)) + So)- ]} 
~< exp(-KE(aT(V))  rain(E, L,(KE log(l/aT( V)))-'/2 
x at( v)XEh(rso)/h(s°))); 
hence if T>/To,  
sup P*{Ar(V)>[-zV2(u-(KEqkr(V))+s)']} 
O< V~< T ~d 
~< exp( - (aT(T'°d))-'°) 
= exp( - T "°(1 - ,old), (53) 
and (50) follows upon combination of (52) and (53). 
To establish the second assertion of the lemma, use (28) and (20) to 
obtain 
sup P*{Ar (V)>0 } 
0 < V). ~< yKE log T d 
~<exp ( -  inf  (KE(ar(V))e-V2)), 
0 < I/3. ~ 7KE log T d 
and (51) follows upon noting that, as by assumption KE > 0, 
l og ( in fo  < 1/~ _< ~ ~og T~(K,~(a 7-(V)) e-  v~)) 
lim inf /> KE( 1 - -  7 )  > 0. 
r -  ~ log  T d 
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NE<~.  For all 0<a,  s< l  LEMMA 13. Let 
c > O, and To < ~ such that for  all T >>. To, 
P*{Ar  (V) <. aVA(u-(NE(~r(V))  -- s)} ~< T-"  
uniformly in 0 < V <~ a o T a. 
we can f ind 0 < ao < 1, 
(54) 
P*{A T (V)  ~< f fV )~(u- (NE~T(V) ) - -  s)} 
sup (a t (V) )  ~-"°+r°~uE 
O < V <~ ToM 
= T ~ t - ~ dNE{po - )'0) 
As by  construction u-  (N E ~ T (V) )  - -  S ~< 1 -- S0, we obtain from (18) that 
P{/-/(( I -- SO) V~. <~ ¢TV,~(u- (NEq~T(V) )  -- s)} 
~< P{/-/((I -So) V2) ~< a(l -So) I,'2} 
~< e- ( l -~°)  v2h(o)  
Thus if T~> To, 
sup P*{Ar (V)<~rVA(u- (N~qkr (V) ) - s )}  
Ttad <~ V <~ ao T d 
~< sup (at(V)) -poNt e-~I -~o) whco) 
TtOd <~ V <~ ao T d 
= T 0o( 1 - o~ ~ dN E e - [ 1 - e 0 ) 2h(  a ) T °M, 
and the lemma follows by combining (55) and (56). 
(55) 
(56) 
Hence if T >/To,, 
sup 
0 < V~< T am' 
~< 
P*{Ar(V)<~ aV2(u - (NE~br (V) ) - s )  }
<. Nw(ar(V),  So) P {H((1 - So) V2) ~< a V2(u-(NE~br(V))  - s)} 
<<. NE(ar( V), So) a t (V)  r°u~. 
Proof Fix 0<a,  s< I. Then h(as)/h(s)> 1. Using the definition of 
NE<~,  we can find ao~(0,1), So~(0, min(s , l -a ) )  and l<po<Yo = 
(1 - to) h(as/(1 - So) )/h(s) such that for all 0 < a <~ ao, NE(a, So) <~ a-P°NE. 
Fix ~o~(0, 1), and choose T ,o<~ in a way that for all T>~T~o, T~'a<~ 
a o T a. 
By (30) and (22), 
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LEMMA 14. There exists a universal constant c< oo such that for  all 
0<2V~< Ta<~ T a and x>0,  
lu - (x(~r,( V) ) - u - (x~b r2( V))I ~< c log( T2/T, ). (57) 
Proof  Suppose we could show that there exists a universal and finite 
constant F such that for all 0 < ~b~ < ~b 2 < oo, 
lu-(~,)-u-(¢2)1 ~< r~-'(~2-~,). (58) 
Then 
I u -  (X(~T, ( V))-- U- (XCT2(V)) I ~< ] -'X(¢T2(V)- ~Tl(V)) 
x~T,(v) 
~< c log(T2/T l), 
where c = Fd/log 2. 
Hence, it remains to establish (58). Without loss of generality, assume 
that 0 < ~b I < 1. For 0 < ~b < 1, h(u-(~b))= ~b, thus by implicit differentiation, 
du - (4)/d(J = 1/log(u - (~b)). As ~ ~ [log(u - (~b))] is nondecreasing, the mean 
value theorem yields that 
lu -  (ff~) - u -  (~2)1 ~< I log(u- (~,))1 - ~ (~2 - ~,), 
and the proof  of the lemma is completed by showing that 
F := SUpo<~< 1 I~b/log(u-(~))l < co, which follows easily from the facts that 
~b ~ g(#) = ~/ log(u-  (~b)) is continuous on (0, 1 ), lim~ ~ 1 _ g(~b) = 0, and, by 
rH6p i tars  rule, 
1 
lim g(~b)= lim = lim 
~o+ ~-o+ dlog(u-((~))/d(J ~o+ 
u - (~) log(u - (~)) = O. 
Proof o f  Theorem 3. Both (10) and (12) follow immediately from 
Lemmas 12 and 13. 
In proving (I1), we need only consider the case of eventually non- 
decreasing V r, as the other case is trivially covered by (13). To simplify 
matters, we also assume that V r is continuous; the general case can be 
dealt with by considering V~. and V r as in the proofs for the maximum. 
We start with the lower bound by showing that for all 0 <or < 1 and 
0<s<½,  Ar(Vr )>~crVr2(u - (NEo~r(Vr ) ) -2s  ) for all sufficiently large T 
with probabil ity one. 
Fix 0 < 2/ /< ~ < 1 and choose To such that supra> ro Vr /Ta  <~ min(¼, ao) 
and Vr is nondecreasing for T>/To.  For n >1 1, let 
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T. = sup{ T> T,,_ 1 : 
T~< T._ 1(1 -t-n -~) and 
if u - (NE~r ._ , (  Vr._,)  ) >>- 2s then 
VT(U-  (NE~ T._, (VT) ) - -  S) 
~<(1 +n -a) Vr . _ , (u - (NE~br(Vr . _ , ) ) - s  ), 
i fu - (Nt~r . _ , (Vr . _ , ) )  < 2s then 
u-  ( NEfb r( Vr)  ) < 2s }. 







(60), and (62); 
otherwise, if (63) holds, then T,, is determined by (59), (60), and (64).) 
We now show that T. ~ ~ "fast enough." Clearly, if T i is determined by 
(64), then Ti÷ 1 is not; hence, if 
J .  = { n/2 <~ i <<. n :  Ti is determined by (60)} 
/ .  = { n/2 <<. i <~ n : T~ is determined by (62) }, 
then max(card(J.), card(J .))  >/n/8. If card(Jn) >/n/8, then 
T.>~ To l--[ ( l  + i - ' )>~ To(l +n- ' )  "/8 (65) 
i e Jt~ 
If card(J.)>~n/8, we proceed as follows. Let c be the universal constant 
from Lemma 14. Fix 0 < p < s, choose an integer i0 large enough that for 
all i>_.i o, 4p - l c i -~<~i -P - i -2a<l  and 2c i -~<s-p ,  and let ui = 
u- (Nr~T,+~(VT,) )  and ~=max(u~- -s ,p )  such that p<~xi<~l - - s .  Using 
(57), 
ui >1 u -  (NEar ,  + t( Vr,-,  )) >~ u i -  l -- c log(Ti + l / T i )  ~ U i_ 1 - -  c i - "  
and thus for all i >/io, 
Vr, xi >~ Vr,_~ max(u~_ 1- c i - "  - s, p) 
>1 Vr,_t(xi_  l - - c i - ' )  
>1 VT,_jKi_ 1(1 -p - l c i - ' ) .  
Now let n>_.2io and iE J . .  Then VT<~ VT,_,(I +i-a)<<.2VT,_~ and thus by 
(57), 
ui_ 1 >>- u -  (N~br ,  - t( Vr,_, )) - c log( TffT~_ 1) >t 2s - ci -~ > s + p 
and similarly, 
ui >t u -  (Nr~r ,_ , (  Vr,_,) ) - c log(T~+ l / T i -  1) >~ 2s - -  2c i - "  > s + p. 
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Hence, ~¢i = u i  - s and  s¢~_ 1 = u~_  t - s and therefore, 
Vr/¢~= Vr,(u~- s) 
>/Vr~(u- (Nzq~r,_ ,(Vr,) - s) 
+ Vr,(u- (NE ~b r,+ t(Vr,)) - u -(NEq~T, - ,(VT~)) ) 
>1 Vr,_, ( 1 + i -P)(ui_ 1 - s) - 2el-" Vr~ 
>i+ Vr~_,~c;_ 1(1 +i -P ) -4c i - 'V r~_ ,  
>- Vr+_j~i_t(l + i -P -4p- l c i  - ' )  
>~ Vr+_~¢ i_ 1(1 + i -2p). 
By iteratively applying the inequalities for Vr/¢ i we thus obtain 
Tt/a. .  Vr  " 
>~VroP [1 ( l - -p - ' c i - ' )  l-I (l+i-2t~) 
n/2 <~ i <~ n i~,,t~n 
/> Vr0p(1 -- 2p- 'cn -.)./2 (1 + n-Z ' )  "Is. (66) 
Combining (65) and (66), we conclude that if 0<7<1-~.  then for 
all sufficiently largen, T.~>exp(n~). Hence, using Lemmal3 and the 
Borel-Cantelli lemma, we have 
A r.( Vr._,) >~ aVr._,,~(u- (NEqkr.( Vr._,) ) - s) 
for all sufficiently large n with probability one. Now let I"._ 1 ~< T~< T.. If 
(63) holds then by (64), u-(Nzq~r(Vr))<~ 2s and hence trivially 
A r (Vr )  >1 aVr2(u-(NE~b r( Vr) ) -  2s). 
If (61) holds then by (62) 
~ ~-(Vr) ~> A r.(Vr._,) 
/> <7 Vr._ ,  ~.(u - (NE ~ T. ( Vr ._ ,  )) - -  $) 
>~ a Vr 2(u-  ( Nzq~r._,( Vr.) ) - s)/( l + n -a) 
>1 ~ Vr2(u -  (NE qk r (Vr) )  - 2s) 
provided that n is sufficiently large, thus establishing the lower bound. 
To establish the upper bound, let us show that for a l l ,  > 1 and 0 < s < ! 2, 
A r (Vr )  < [-3 Vr2(U-  (KEq~r(Vr)) + 2s)] for all sufficiently large T with 
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probability one. Again let 0 < 2//< ~ < 1, choose To as above, and for n/> 1 
let 
T. = sup{ T> T._ l :  
T~< T._ 1(1 + n - ' )  and (67) 
Vr(u -  (KE ~b r._ ,(Vr)) + s) 
~<(I +n -a) Vr._~(u- (KE(~r(Vr ._~))+s) ,  (68) 
and let 
J,, = {n/2 <<. i <~ n : Ti is determined by (67)} 
/ , ,  = {n/2 <~ i <~ n : Ti is determined by (68)}. 
Clearly, max(card(J,,), card(/,,,))/> n/4. If card(J,,) >/n/4, then 
T .~ To 1-I (l + i -~)>~ To(l +n- ' )  "/4. (69) 
i~ .~n 
Select an integer i o large enough that for all i>>.io, 4s-~ci  -'<< . 
i ° - i -2a<l .  Ifi~>io, 
Vr, (u-  ( KEo~r,+ ,( Vr,) ) + s) 
>1 VT,_I(U-(KE~T,+I(VT,_,))+ S ) 
>1 Vr,_ , (u-  (KErr , (Vr , ) )  -- c i - "  + s) 
>1 Vr, _ , (u-  (KEOr,( V ) ) + s)(1 - s - I c i - ' ) .  
If i E/,, with n ~> 2io, 
Vr,(u (KE~r ,+, (Vr , ) )+s)  
>I Vr , (u - (KE~r ,  ~(Vr , ) ) -  2ci ~ + s) 
>~ Vr,_,(1 + i -~) (u -  (KE~r,( Vr,_,)) + s ) - -4c i  "Vr,_, 
>1 Vr ,_ t (u- (KE~r, (Vr ,_~)+ s)(1 + i -a -4s - l c i - ' ) .  
Hence by iteratively applying the previous inequality we obtain that if 
n t> 2io and card(J .)  >/n/4, 
T ~/a >~ Vr  " >t Vro s( 1 - 2s - l cn - ~ )./2 ( 1 + n - 2~)./4. (70) 
Combining (69) and (70), we infer that if 0<y<l -cq  then T,,~>exp(n ~') 
for all sufficiently large n. Thus by Lemma 12 and the Borel-Cantelli 
lemma, 
A r._ ,(Vr.)  <~ [- Vr2z (u  - (KE ~b r._ ,(Vr.)) + s)-] 
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for all sufficiently large n with probability one. If T,,_ ~< T~< 7". then by 
(68) 
dr(Vr)<~dr._,(Vr.) 
<~ F Vr 2z(u- ( KEOr._,( Vr.) ) + s)'] 
<~ F Vr._,2r(u- (KEqJr.( Vr._,) ) + s)(1 +n-a) -] 
<~ F VT2Z(U- (KEOT(Vr)) + 2s)] 
provided that n is sufficiently large, thus proving the upper bound of (11 ). 
Finally, let us prove (13). By assumption, we can find 0 <y < 1 and 
T~,<oo such that for all T>~T~,, VT+~<<.2-~yKEIog(Ta)=:Vr and 
V'r/Td<~ao. By (51), ~.P*{A~-(V; , )>0}~<ov, and the Borel-Cantelli 
lemma yields that d,;-(V;,)=0 for all sufficiently large n with probability 
one, whence the assertion by noting that for sufficiently large T, 
max,,~< r.<.+ z ZlT(VT)<~d,7(V'.). 
APPENDIX: COVERING NUMBERS 
In what follows, it will be convenient to write D = d(d-  1)/2. 
Proof of Fact I. Let ro=sup{llx-yl l  :x ,y~Eo} be the diameter of Eo 
and ao = vol(Eo). Then vol(cEo)= a iff c = (a/ao) TM. By assumption, we can 
find z in the subspace such that the distance p of z to the boundary of 
[0, 1 ]d is strictly positive. Now the diameter of cEo is cr o and the distance 
of cEo + z to the boundary of [0, 1] a is greater than p-c r  o. Hence if 
cr o <p,  we can find at least [_(p-cro)/(cro)_J k disjoint sets cEo+z+x in 
[0, 1] a with x in the subspace. As clearly [_u- l_J >~ u/2 for all u >/2, we 
have 
K~(a)>~[ro(a]-ao)l/a lJk>~ P k (Pa~/a~ k -kid 
P (2ro(a/ao)l/d) =\ -~ro]  a 
provided that a <~ ao(p/2ro)) a. 
Proof of Fact 2. By assumption we can find L such that 
max,_<i_<k Ilgi(sl)-gi(s,.)ll <~L [Isl-s21[ for all sl, sze [0, 1-1 a-j .  Let Sa be 
the set of all points in [0, 1] a-I  of the form (zl ..... za_l)6/(x/rdL) with 
positive integers zl ..... Zd-I; then card(Sa)<<.(w/-dL/6) u-t. As clearly 
[0, 1] a- I  H t.)~,~s  B,VI.(S ) and therefore E ~ H [.)ki= I I, Js~S, B2,~(gi(s)), we 
obtain 
vol(E 6) <~ k(w/d L/6)d- ' (26)a ~< k(2x/~)d L a- , 6. 
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LEMMA 15. Let E have a proper surface. Then, for all 3, > 0, E u E ~' has 
a proper surface with C(Ew E;') <~ 4dC(E);for all 0 < ? < 1/C(E), E \E  ~ has 
a proper surface with C(E \E  ~') <~ 4dC(E)/( 1 - ?C(E)). 
Proof. Observe that if IIx-yll ~<~ then x6E implies y6EuE '  and 
x ~ E \E  ~' implies y • E. Hence, (Eu  E~') a, (E\E;') 6 c_ (E;') ~. If 6 ~< ?, we have 
(E;')~c_E~'+~\E ;' ~ and thus, as 1-x J=( l -x ) ( l+x+ . . .+Xd- l )<~ 
d(1 -x )  for all 0~<x~< 1,
.<vo, ,,x,) 
( ~< 1 
,, - ) .,.<oE . 
~<d(1 ? -6  - 7--'-~) v°I(E2~') 
<<. 2d(61~,) voI(E2~). 
If 6 ~>7, we have the trivial estimate vol((E~') ~) ~< vol(E2~). Hence if E has 
a proper surface, we obtain 
vol((E*') '~) ~< max(2d(6/?) 2),, 26) C(E) vol(E) = 4dC(E) vol(E) 6. 
The first assertion ow follows immediately because vol(E)~< vol(Ew E~), 
and the second from the fact that vol(E\E~')>~voi(E)-vol(E~')>~ 
(1 - ?C(E) )  vo l (E) .  
Remark. Observe that the above proof actually shows that for all 
bounded sets E, E u E ~' and E\E  ~ have a proper surface. 
LEMMA 16. I f  E has a proper surface, then cE has a proper surface with 
C(cE) <~ C(E)/c. 
Proof. We have 
vol((cE)~) = vol(c(E~lc)) <~ c a- l 6C(E) vol(E) = 6(C(E)/c) vol(cE). 
LEMMA 17. Let E E B have a proper surface and let S be a k-dimensional 
subspace of •d. Then for all 0 < v < 1 there exist 
M~< (2k) k (v/C(E)) -k 
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and Borel sets B l ..... BM, DI ..... DM such that for  all E + x e B with xe  S 
there are B i and Dj with B~=E+x=Dj  and (1-v)vol (E)<~vol(Bi )<~ 
vol(Dy) ...< (I + v) vol(E). 
Proof Let ?=v/C(E) ,  x~ ..... xk be an orthogonal basis of S with 
[Ix/ll = ?/k, and let 
S*= {z ,x ,  + ... + zkxk : (z, ..... Zk)e:ek} n [ - -1,  1 ] "=S 
such that M=card(S* )<. . (2k /? )k=(2k)k (v /C(E) ) -k .  Also, let B (y )= 
(E \E  ~) + y and D(y)  = (E u E ~) + y. Clearly, for all x e S c~ [ - 1, 1 ]d there 
is an x* in S* with Ilx-x*ll-..<?. Hence, B(x* )cE+x=D(x* )  and, 
as (1 -  v) vol(E)~<vol(B(x*))<~vol(D(x*))<~ (1 + v) vol(E), we obtain 
the families {B~} and {Dj} as {B(x* ) ,x*~S*}  and { D(x* ), x* e S* }, 
respectively. 
Proof of  Fact 3. Let vol (Eo)= a o and E= cEo with vo i (E )= a. Then 
a= (a/ao) TM and by Lemmas 16 and 17 we obtain 
ME(a, v), NE(a, v) 
~< (2k) k (v /C(E) ) -k  
= (2k) k c-k(v/C(Eo))  k 
= (2k) ~ ak/dC(Eo) k a-k/dV-k 
~< (2k)k C(Eo)k a-k/dV-k. (71) 
LEMMA 18. Let E have a proper surface, esE ,  and r=sup{ l lx -e l [  : 
x ~ E}. Then for  all 0 < v < 1 there exist 
M <~ L(21trC(E) D)/v_J ° 
and sets Bx ..... B M, D~, ..., DM with proper surface such that 
C(B~) <~ 4dC(E)/(1 - v), C(Dj) <~ 4dC(E), 
and for  all rotations ROt  R a with f ixed  po&t e there are Bi, Dj with Bi c 
REc  Dj and (1 - v) vol(E) ~< vol(B;) ~< vol(Dj) ~< (1 + v) vol(E). 
Proof. Let ? = v/C(E) and A = {a = (zl ..... zo) ?/(Dr) : (z I ..... zo) ~ Z ° } 
c~ I-0, 2rt] ° such that card(A) ~< 12nDr/?_] ° = [_(2rtrC(E) D)/v_J °. 
Denote by R~ = R{/h...../~o) a general rotation with fixed point e which is 
composed from rotations in the (k, /)-planes, l~<k ~< l~< d, of angles tip. 
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Clearly there is some ¢t=(~tl ..... oto)eA with I f lp- 
1 ~<p ~< D. Hence 
Therefore, 
Ctpl <~ y/(Dr) for all 
o 
<- ~ [IRla,.....t~,.=,+, ...... o jx -  Rl~,.....~_,.~" ...... o~xll 
p=l  
~< D IIx - ell ?/(Dr) 
R . (E \E  ~') c RpEc  R . (Ew E;'). 
As by Lemma 15, C(R. (E \E ; ' ) )= C(E \E ; ' )<~4dC(E) / ( I -v )  and 
C(R. (Ew E~')) = C(Eu  E ~') <~ 4dC(E), we obtain the families {B~} and 
{Dj} as {Ro(E\E;'), aeA} and {R.(EwE;') ,  aeA},  respectively. 
Proof of Fact 4. By Lemma 18, all orthogonal transformations REo of 
Eo with fixed point e eE  o are covered by M<. k(2nrC(Eo)D)/(v/3)J ° sets 
Di with proper surface, volume not exceeding ( 1 + v/3) vol(Eo), and C(D~) <~ 
4dC(Eo). By (71) we have MEo,(a, v/9)<~ (2k) k C(Di) k a-~/a(v/9)-~, where 
E °' consists of the Borel sets in [0, 1] u resulting from scaling and trans- 
lating Dg. Since U~M Eo' covers E and (1 +v/3)(1 +v/9)~<l +v  for 
0< v < 1, we get 
ME(a, v) <~ M(2k) k (4dC(Eo)) ka k/a(v/9)-k 
Analogously the upper bound for NE(a, v) is proven. 
LEMMA 19. Let E be a rectangle with faces parallel to the coordinate 
axes and edge lengths el ..... ea. Then C(E) <~ 4d/vol(E). 
Proof As no ei can be smaller than vol(E), we have vol(E'~)~< 
46 vol(E) ~,a= t (l/e~) ~< 46d. 
Proof of Fact 5. It is trivial that KE = 1. 
Consider the rectangle E = [½-  a2 a- J, ½ + a2 a- ~] × [1, 3]a- ~. By some 
elementary geometry, one can show that there are at least a constant imes 
a a -u rotations of E about its center such that the volume of the intersec- 
tion of two thus rotated rectangles does not exceed Ca a, where 0 < Ca < 1. 
If these sets are covered by sets B~ of volume not exceeding (! + v)a and 
v < ca, each set needs its own Bi. As translating ives another factor a -1  
we find that ME(a,v)>~Ca -d provided that V<Cd. NE is dealt with 
analogously. 
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Finally, let us show that ME, Nz ~< D + 1. Let ~ denote all rotations 
with fixed point e = (½ ..... ½) and write E* for the set of all reactangles in 
B with center e and faces parallel to the coordinate axes. Obviously, all rec- 
tangles in E(a) can be obtained as translates of the sets RE with ReOt' and 
Ee  E*. By the proof of Lemma 18 and by Lemma 19 we can find ~ suf- 
ficiently small and rotations Rt ..... RMe#? such that for all R6#~ and 
Ee  E*(a) there is some R; with 
Ri (E \E  ~) ~_ RE  ~ R~(E u E~), 
where vol(EO<~va/4 and M<~[_(8nDd)/(va)J °. Clearly E\E  ~ encloses 
some rectangle with center e and volume a(1 -v /3 ) ,  and EwE ~' is con- 
tained in some rectangle with center e and volume a(1 + v/3). Let Ei consist 
of all translates of the sets RiE*. Using [6, (A.2), p. 174], we have 
( 1 ) " '  1 log (v/9)1-2d, ME,(a(1 + v/3), v /9)~Cu a(1 +v/3)  a(1 +v/3)  
( 1 log - (v /9 )  l - 2d NE,(a(1 -- V/3), V/9) <~ Cu a(1 -- v/3) a(1 v/3i 
where Cu only depends on d, and therefore 
ME(a, v), NE(a, v) 
<. MCu a( 1 - v/3) log a(1 - v/3)/  
<<. Cu(d, v) a -D-  l ( iog( l /a))d- J  
(V/9) I-2a 
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